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Critical Appraisal of Clinical Prediction
Rules That Aim to Optimize
Treatment Selection for
Musculoskeletal Conditions
Tasha R. Stanton, Mark J. Hancock, Christopher G. Maher, Bart W. Koes

Background. Clinical prediction rules (CPRs) for treatment selection in muscu-
loskeletal conditions have become increasingly popular.

Purpose. The purposes of this review are: (1) to critically appraise studies eval-
uating CPRs and (2) to consider the clinical utility and stage of development of each
CPR.

Data Sources. Pertinent databases were searched up to April 2009. Studies
aiming to develop or evaluate a CPR for treatment response in musculoskeletal
conditions were included. Two independent reviewers assessed eligibility and ex-
tracted methodological data, stage of development, and effect size information.

Study Selection/Data Extraction and Synthesis. Eighteen studies, eval-
uating 15 separate CPRs, were included. Fourteen CPRs were at the derivation stage,
and all CPRs had been evaluated using a single-arm trial design, thus it is not possible
to determine whether the CPRs identify prognosis (regardless of treatment) or
specifically response to treatment. The CPR at the validation stage investigated spinal
manipulative therapy (SMT) for low back pain and had been evaluated in 2 separate
well-conducted randomized controlled trials. The first trial demonstrated a clinically
meaningful effect of the SMT CPR; the additional effect from SMT in patients
“positive-on-the-rule” was 15 Oswestry disability units at week 1 and 9 units at week
4. The second trial showed that the CPR did not generalize to a different clinical
setting, including a modified treatment.

Limitations. Due to differences in methods of reporting and journal publication
restraints (eg, word count restrictions), some quality assessment items may have been
completed in the included studies, but not captured in this review.

Conclusions. There is, at present, little evidence that CPRs can be used to predict
effects of treatment for musculoskeletal conditions. The principal problem is that
most studies use designs that cannot differentiate between predictors of response to
treatment and general predictors of outcome. Only 1 CPR has been evaluated within
an RCT designed to predict response to treatment. Validation of these rules is
imperative to allow clinical application.
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M any treatments for musculo-
skeletal disorders have
shown small effects when

tested in randomized controlled tri-
als (RCTs).1–5 One possible reason
for these small effects is that trials
include heterogeneous groups of pa-
tients,6 some of whom respond to
the treatment and some of whom do
not.7 Identifying patients who re-
spond best to certain treatments has
been spotlighted as a research pri-
ority.8,9 As a result, there has been
increased interest and research ac-
tivity regarding characteristics of pa-
tients who respond best to certain
interventions.

Identifying patients who respond
best to treatment can be done using
a single patient characteristic10–13;
however, a combination or cluster of
patient characteristics may be more
informative than single features.
With a clinical prediction rule (CPR),
various components of the patient’s
history, physical examination, and
basic laboratory results are com-
bined to determine the diagnosis,
prognosis, or likely response to treat-
ment of that individual.14 The devel-
opment of a CPR involves the follow-
ing stages: derivation (analyzing a
data set to establish a rule with pre-
dictive power), narrow validation
(evaluating the rule in a similar clin-
ical setting and population), broad

validation (evaluating the rule in mul-
tiple clinical settings), and impact
analysis (determining whether the
rule changes clinicians’ behavior,
improves patient outcomes, or re-
duces costs).14 It is suggested that
CPRs undergo full validation before
being recommended for clinical
practice.14,15

The recent surge in research activity
in the area of CPRs to select treat-
ment for musculoskeletal conditions
provides the rationale for a system-
atic review to locate, appraise, and
synthesize the primary studies. At
present, 2 systematic reviews16,17 ex-
ist, but both have limitations. The
review by Beneciuk et al16 focused
on intervention studies but judged
quality using a scale18 designed for
prognosis studies. The review by
May and Rosedale17 included inter-
vention, prognosis, diagnosis, and
construct validity and judged the
quality of these very different study
designs with the same scale. These
methods produced a counterintui-
tive result where 2 RCTs, the optimal
design for assessing treatment effect
modification,19,20 both received lower
scores than a study with a single-arm
design, which cannot measure treat-
ment effect modification.

The 2 existing reviews also do not
provide a clear understanding of the
clinical utility of each CPR. Issues
such as the stage of development of
each CPR, the components of the
CPR, and the specific treatment out-
come the rules aim to predict were
not considered. Consequently, the
purposes of this article are: (1) to
give a comprehensive summary of
existing CPRs and (2) to critically
appraise the research evaluating
CPRs used to select treatment for
musculoskeletal conditions in pri-
mary care.

Method
Data Sources and Searches
Potential studies were identified via
a literature search of the following
databases: MEDLINE, EMBASE,
CINAHL, AMED, PubMed, and PEDro
(up to April 1, 2009). PubMed was
searched (in addition to MEDLINE)
to include articles currently pub-
lished electronically, but not yet
available in MEDLINE or PreMED-
LINE. The following key words were
used: “clinical prediction rule” or
“clinical prediction tool” or “predic-
tion tool” or “clinical decision rule”
or “clinical decision tool’ or “deci-
sion tool” or “decision model” com-
bined with musculoskeletal disor-
ders and pain terminology. See
eAppendix 1 (available at ptjournal.
apta.org) for full search strategies for
all databases.

Study Selection
The following eligibility criteria
were applied to each study to deter-
mine inclusion status:

• The study was published in a peer-
reviewed journal.

• An explicit aim of the study was to
develop or evaluate a CPR.

• The CPR aims to assist treatment
selection for patients with muscu-
loskeletal conditions seen in pri-
mary care. We considered primary
care to be a clinical setting, such as
a general practice, physical ther-
apy, or chiropractic clinic, where
no referral is required.

• The criteria in the CPR must be
easily obtained in primary care (eg,
patient history, assessment find-
ings, simple laboratory results).
These criteria do not include inva-
sive procedures such as nerve
blocks.

• The CPR comprises �1 criterion.

One author (T.R.S.) examined the ti-
tles, key words, and abstracts of the
results from the electronic database
search and excluded clearly ineligi-
ble studies. Full reports of the re-

Available With
This Article at
ptjournal.apta.org

• eAppendix 1: Database Search
Strategies

• eAppendix 2: Populations in
Which Clinical Prediction Rules
Have Been Tested

• The Bottom Line Podcast

• Audio Abstracts Podcast

This article was published ahead of
print on April 22, 2010, at
ptjournal.apta.org.
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maining records were independently
assessed for inclusion by 2 authors
drawn from a panel of 3 authors
(T.R.S., C.G.M., and B.W.K.). Any dis-
agreements were resolved through
consensus or, if not possible,
through consultation with all au-
thors. Citation tracking of included
studies identified 2 additional
references.

Data Extraction and Quality
Assessment
The following data were extracted:

• General information on the
CPR: the musculoskeletal condi-
tion for which the CPR was cre-
ated, the target treatments, the
components of the rule, the scoring
schema (and weighting, if applica-
ble), whether the rationale for pre-
dictors was described, the number
of studies available, and the stage in
the process of development of the
rule (derivation, validation [narrow/
broad], or impact analysis stage).14

• Derivation studies: the sample,
number of candidate variables
tested, what constitutes “positive
on the rule” (eg, 4 out of 5 predic-
tors present or not applicable),
whether analyses were specified a
priori, effect size information (eg,
positive likelihood ratios, signifi-
cance of the interaction test),
whether the outcome measure was
dichotomized or continuous, the
definition of successful outcome if
dichotomized (eg, 50% reduction in
disability), the length of follow-up,
the proportion of sample meeting
the rule, the number of participants
not meeting the study inclusion cri-
teria, and whether an internal valid-
ity investigation was completed (eg,
bootstrapping, split-half, jackknife).

• Validation studies: in addition to
the information for derivation stud-
ies, we extracted the study design
(single arm or controlled), the type
of validation (eg, narrow, broad),
and, in RCTs only, whether an inter-
action test was performed, whether

the sample size was calculated for
the interaction, and the methodolog-
ical quality (PEDro score)21 of the
articles.

Data Synthesis and Analysis
Statistical pooling of the results of
included studies was not completed,
as the purpose of this study was to
summarize and evaluate the CPRs
currently published. Due to the lack
of a validated quality assessment
scale for CPRs that assist in treatment
selection, quality was assessed using
previous recommendations on meth-
odological issues for treatment
CPRs.14,15,19,20,22–24 Using 7 method-
ological quality assessment items
taken from the literature (Tab. 1), all
included studies were evaluated,
and criteria were scored as “pres-
ent,” “absent,” “unclear,” or “not
applicable.”

Results
The search retrieved 574 records
with 18 studies, representing 15 sep-
arate CPRs considered eligible.25–42

The search results are shown in the
Figure. Assessment of methodologi-
cal quality items for all included stud-
ies is presented in Table 1.

The general characteristics of the
CPRs are shown in Table 2 (the
sample populations are shown in
eAppendix 2, available at ptjournal.
apta.org). The musculoskeletal
conditions and number of CPRs
developed were: low back pain
(LBP)— 4 rules25,30,31,33; neck
pain— 4 rules27,36,38,42; patellofemo-
ral pain—4 rules34,35,37,39; knee osteo-
arthritis (OA)—1 rule29; ankle
sprain—1 rule41; and lateral epicondy-
lalgia—1 rule.40 The CPRs were de-
veloped to inform selection of: ma-
nipulative and manual therapy—9
rules27,29 –31,34,38,40 – 42; exercise— 4
rules33,36,40,41; traction—2 rules25,36;
taping—1 rule35; and or-
thoses—2 rules.37,39 Of the 15 CPRs
included, only 1 was at the valida-
tion stage of development,26,28,30,32

with all others at a derivation
level.25,27,29,31,33–42

The Bottom Line

What do we already know about the topic?

Clinical prediction rules (CPRs) that aim to select the most effective
treatment for an individual patient are becoming increasingly common. It
is recommended that CPRs are not applied clinically until they are vali-
dated.

What new information does this study offer?

This study found that, currently, there is little evidence that published
CPRs can be used to predict effects of treatment for musculoskeletal
conditions. Most studies use designs that cannot differentiate between
predictors of response to treatment and predictors of outcome regardless
of treatment.

If you’re a patient, what might these findings mean
for you?

You and your clinician should base treatment decisions on evidence of
what helps most patients with a similar condition (eg, evidence from a
well-conducted clinical trial).
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Table 3 provides information on the
characteristics of the derivation stud-
ies. All 14 CPRs at a derivation level
had been generated from data from
single-arm studies or from data from
1 arm of an RCT.39,40 Outcomes typ-
ically were measured in the short
term (eg, after a single treatment ses-
sion); only 2 studies included a
follow-up of greater than 3
weeks.33,39 No study provided a ra-
tionale for the candidate variables
considered for inclusion in the CPR,
and in 33% (5/15) of the studies, it
was unclear how many total candi-
date variables were used in the anal-
ysis.35–37,39,42 Counterintuitively, 1
CPR reported the same 4 variables to

predict both improvement and wors-
ening of neck symptoms with cervi-
cal manipulation.42 All studies re-
ported positive findings (found
predictors significantly related to
outcome).

Table 4 presents characteristics
specific to the validation studies.
Three validation studies were per-
formed,26,28,32 all in respect to the
same CPR on manipulation for LBP.30

Two of these studies, 1 single-arm
trial28 and 1 RCT,26 looked at narrow
validation (same patient population
and treatment), and the third valida-
tion study, an RCT,32 investigated
the broad validation of this CPR (dif-

ferent sample patient population and
modified treatment). Only 1 study
specified the analyses a priori,32 and
only 1 of the 2 RCTs calculated the
sample size for the interaction be-
tween rule status and treatment ef-
fect.26 Clinically important effect
sizes were found in the RCT valida-
tion study of spinal manipulative
therapy for LBP.26 The additional ef-
fect from spinal manipulative ther-
apy in patients who were positive on
the rule was 15 Oswestry disability
units at week 1 and 9 Oswestry dis-
ability units at week 4.26 The second
RCT validation study (in which sam-
ple size was not calculated for the
interaction) did not find a significant

Table 1.
Methodological Quality Assessment Items Met by Each Included Studya

Study Designb Rationalec
Sample
Sized Analysise

Interaction
Testf

Powered for
Interactiong

Internal
Validityh

Derivation-level studies

Cai et al,25 2009 X X X X X X X

Cleland et al,27 2007 X X X X X X X

Currier et al,29 2007 X X X X X X X

Flynn et al,30 2002 X X X X X X X

Fritz et al,31 2005 X X � X X X X

Hicks et al,33 2005 X X X X X X X

Iverson et al,34 2008 X X X X X X X

Lesher et al,35 2006 X X X X X X X

Raney et al,36 2009 X X ? X X X X

Sutlive et al,37 2004 X X X X X X X

Thiel et al,42 2008 X X � X X X X

Tseng et al,38 2006 X X ? X X X X

Vicenzino et al,40 2008 X X X X X X X

Vicenzino et al,39 2008 X X ? X X X X

Whitman et al,41 2009 X X X X X X X

Validation-level studies

Childs et al,26 2004 � X n/a X � � X

Cleland et al,28 2006 X X n/a X X X X

Hancock et al,32 2008 � X n/a � � X X

a � � present, X � absent, ? � unclear, n/a � not applicable.
b Appropriate study design used (a controlled study design is recommended to assess treatment effect modification).
c Rationale provided for predictors (predictors with no logical rationale may represent spurious findings).
d Appropriate sample size (at least 10 outcome events per candidate variable recommended).
e Analysis specified a priori.
f Interaction test performed in controlled studies to determine predictors.
g Sample size powered for the interaction test.
h Internal validity investigation completed (techniques such as boot-strapping, split-half, and jackknife should be performed to ensure internal validity).
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effect of rule status (positive or neg-
ative) on response to treatment (ma-
nipulation versus placebo).32 The 2
validation RCTs both used longer,
more clinically relevant maximum
follow-up times of 12 weeks32 and 6
months.26

Discussion
We found that all derivation-level
CPRs used single-arm study designs
to derive predictors, raising doubts
about the veracity of current CPRs.
In total, 15 CPRs to aid selection of a
range of treatments for musculoskel-
etal conditions were found. How-
ever, only 1 CPR for selecting spinal
manipulation for LBP30 had reached
the validation stage of CPR devel-
opment, with the CPR predicting
response to treatment in a narrow
validation study but not treatment ef-
fects in a broad validation study.26,28,32

Although single-arm study designs
can be a preliminary step in develop-
ing prediction rules by identifying
potential candidate variables, they
are not able to differentiate between
predictors of response to treatment
and predictors of outcome regard-
less of treatment. These studies do
not include a control group, so they
cannot provide information on treat-
ment effects or on factors that mod-
ify treatment effects. The predictive
factors identified in these studies,
therefore, have a higher risk of be-
ing merely nonspecific predictors
of outcome or prognostic factors.
Neither of the 2 previous system-
atic reviews16,17 on this topic dis-
cussed this issue of use of a single-
arm trial design at the derivation
level. One review stated that “most
of the derivation studies were of
high quality,”17(p40) a claim we
would argue is potentially mislead-
ing, considering no derivation stud-
ies used a study design that allows
specific identification of treatment
effect modifiers.

One potential justification for using
prognostic factors identified in
single-arm trials to develop a treat-
ment CPR is that the prognostics fac-
tors also may be treatment effect
modifiers. Although this can hap-
pen,30 there are cases where it does
not.43 There also are examples
where the same clinical feature pre-
dicts poor prognosis yet predicts a
good response to treatment.44 This
uncertain relationship makes it es-
sential to carefully interpret the re-
sults of studies reporting a treatment
CPR from single-arm trials. Although
these studies are hypothesis generat-
ing, variables identified in single-arm
trial designs run a greater risk of not
being significant in a subsequent
controlled study. Moreover, for

some CPR candidate variables, there
are many existing data sets from
RCTs that would provide a better
evaluation of the variable as an effect
modifier than a single-arm study. For
example, 5 of the CPRs included age
as a variable,25,33,36,39,40 and as age is
almost always measured in RCTs, a
more robust evaluation of age as a
treatment effect modifier would be
possible from secondary analysis of
individual trials or from the pooled
data from several trials using a meta-
regression approach. Having said
that, to properly develop a CPR, an
RCT designed specifically for the
purpose of CPR development, with
appropriate sample size and a priori
analysis, is necessary.22

Figure.
Flow chart describing the results of the literature search. CPR�clinical prediction rule.
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Table 2.
General Characteristics of the Clinical Prediction Rulea

Clinical
Prediction Rule
(Original Study)

Musculoskeletal
Condition/
Treatment Features of Rule

What Constitutes
“Positive on the Rule”?

Stage of
Development

Cai et al,25 2009 LBP/mechanical
traction

1. FABQW score �21
2. Absence of neurological deficit
3. Age �30 y
4. Noninvolvement in manual work

4 of 4 variables Derivation

Cleland et al,27 2007 Neck pain/thoracic
spine manipulation

1. Symptoms �30 d
2. No symptoms distal to the shoulder
3. Looking up does not aggravate

symptoms
4. FABQPA score �12
5. Diminished upper thoracic spine

kyphosis
6. Cervical extension range of motion �30°

�3 out of 6 variables
Weighting of variables using

relative size of the �

coefficients

Derivation

Currier et al,29 2007 Painful knee
osteoarthritis/hip
mobilization

1. Pain with ipsilateral hip distraction
2. Ipsilateral knee passive flexion �122°
3. Ipsilateral hip passive medial (internal)

rotation �17°
4. Pain or paresthesia in ipsilateral hip or

groin
5. Ipsilateral anterior thigh pain

Any 2 of the 5 variables Derivation

Flynn et al,30 2002
(original 5-item rule)

LBP/lumbar spine
manipulation

1. Duration of symptoms �16 d
2. At least one hip with �35° medial

rotation
3. Lumbar hypomobility with spring test

�1 level
4. No symptoms distal to the knee
5. FABQW score �19

�4 out of 5 variables Derivation, narrow
validation (Childs et
al,26 2004; Cleland
et al,28 2006); broad
validation (Hancock
et al,32 2008)

Fritz et al,31 2005
(2-item Flynn rule)

LBP/lumbar spine
manipulation

1. Duration of symptoms �16 d
2. No symptoms distal to the knee

2 out of 2 variables Derivation

Hicks et al,33 2005 LBP/stabilization
exercise

1. Positive prone instability test
2. Aberrant movements present
3. Average straight leg raise �91°
4. Age �40 y

�3 out of 4 variables Derivation

Iverson et al,34 2008 Patellofemoral pain/
lumbopelvic
manipulation

1. Side-to-side difference in hip medial
rotation �14°

2. Ankle dorsiflexion (knee flexed) �16°
3. Navicular drop �3 mm
4. No self-reported stiffness with sitting

�20 min
5. Squatting reported as most painful

activity

Presence of hip medial rotation
asymmetry �14° or, if hip
medial rotation asymmetry
not present, �3 out of 5
predictors

Derivation

Lesher et al,35 2006 Patellofemoral pain
syndrome/patellar
taping

1. Positive patellar tilt test
2. Tibial varum �5°

Either 1 of 2 variables Derivation

Raney et al,36 2009 Nonspecific neck
pain/cervical
traction and
exercise

1. Peripheralization with lower cervical
spine (C4–C7) mobility testing

2. Positive shoulder abduction test
3. Age �55 y
4. Positive upper-limb tension test A
5. Positive neck distraction test

�3 out of 5 variables or �4
out of 5 variables

Derivation

Sutlive et al,37 2004 Patellofemoral pain
syndrome/foot
orthosis use and
modified activity

1. Forefoot valgus alignment �2°
2. Great toe extension of �78°
3. Navicular drop �3 mm

Any 1 of 3 variables
No combination of variables

led to positive likelihood
ratio �2.0

Derivation

(Continued)
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Two derivation studies used data
from RCTs to develop CPRs but ig-
nored data from the control
group.39,40 This approach effectively
results in a single-arm study that has
the same risks as mentioned above.
The genesis of 1 CPR40 for manage-
ment of lateral epicondylalgia was
particularly unusual because it was
preceded by a meta-regression
study45 based upon pooled data from
2 RCTs46,47 (n�383). The conclusion
of the meta-regression study was “pa-
tient characteristics play only a small
role in predicting treatment out-

comes,”45(p1601) with only baseline
pain intensity predicting response to
physical therapy treatment. Inexpli-
cably, the CPR derivation study40

considered only data from the phys-
ical therapy arm of 1 RCT (n�64)
and created a CPR that did not in-
clude baseline pain. It seems errone-
ous to revert to a weaker single-arm
design to develop a CPR, and the
pitfalls of this approach were well
illustrated when the one treatment
effect modifier identified in the meta-
regression study was not identified
in the single-arm design study.

In contrast to previous reviews in
this area, we examined the propor-
tion of patients suitable for rule ap-
plication and the proportion that
were rule positive, as these factors
are important to the generalizability
and clinical importance of the CPR.
The proportion of potential partici-
pants excluded from the studies
ranged from 20% to 71%,26–29,32,41

suggesting that some rules have lim-
ited application. For example, in a
CPR on hip mobilization for painful
knee OA, only 35% of patients seek-
ing care for their OA met the inclu-

Table 2.
Continued

Clinical
Prediction Rule
(Original Study)

Musculoskeletal
Condition/
Treatment Features of Rule

What Constitutes
“Positive on the Rule”?

Stage of
Development

Thiel et al,42 2008 Patients receiving a
cervical spine
manipulation seen
by chiropractors/
cervical
manipulation

Improving:
1. Neck pain
2. Shoulder, arm pain
3. Reduced neck, shoulder, arm

movement, stiffness
4. Headache
5. Upper, mid back pain
6. �1 presenting symptom

Worsening:
1. Neck pain
2. Shoulder, arm pain
3. Headache
4. Numbness, tingling in upper limbs
5. Upper, mid back pain
6. Fainting, dizziness, light-headedness

Improvement: any 4 variables
Worsening: any 4 of 6 variables
Global improvement: not able

to be used

Derivation

Tseng et al,38 2006 Neck pain
(radiculopathy, disk
herniation,
myofascial pain
syndrome, and
cervicogenic
headache)/cervical
manipulation

1. Neck Disability Index initial score
�11.50

2. Having bilateral involvement
3. Not performing sedentary work �5 h/d
4. Feeling better while moving the neck
5. Without feeling worse while extending

the neck
6. Diagnosis of spondylosis without

radiculopathy

�3 out of 6 variables or �4
out of 6 variables

Derivation

Vicenzino et al,39 2008 Patellofemoral pain/
foot orthoses

1. Age �25 y
2. Height �165 cm
3. Worst pain (VAS) �53.25 mm
4. Midfoot width difference from WB to

NWB �10.96 mm

Not given Derivation

Vicenzino et al,40 2008 Lateral epicondylalgia/
manual therapy and
exercise

1. Age �49 y
2. Affected limb pain-free grip �112 N
3. Unaffected limb pain-free grip �336 N

�3 out of 4 variables Derivation

Whitman et al,41 2009 Ankle sprain/manual
therapy and general
mobility

1. Symptoms worse when standing
2. Symptoms worse in evening
3. Navicular drop �5.0 mm
4. Distal tibial fibular joint hypomobility

3 out of 4 variables, not 4 out
of 4 variables

Derivation

a LBP�low back pain, FABQW�Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire–Work Subscale, FABQPA�Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire–Physical Activity
Subscale, VAS�visual analog scale, WB�weight bearing, NWB�non–weight bearing.
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Table 3.
Methodological Characteristics of Derivation Studies Evaluating Clinical Prediction Rulesa

Clinical
Prediction Rule
(Original Study)

No. of
Variables

Tested Predictive Abilityb
Definition of

Successful Outcome
Length of
Follow-up

Percentage of
Sample Meeting

the Rule

No. of
Participants
Ineligible at

Baseline

Cai et al,25 2009 44 4 LR��9.4 (3.1–28.0)
�3 LR��3.0 (2.0–4.5)
�2 LR��1.8 (1.5–2.2)
�1 LR��1.1 (0.99–1.2)

�50% reduction in Oswestry
score

Success ratec�19% (25/129)

Maximum:
9 d

13/129 (10%) Not reported

Cleland et al,27

2007d
34 �5 LR��infinite

�4 LR��12 (2.3–70.8)
�3 LR��5.5 (2.7–12.0)
�2 LR��2.09 (1.5–2.5)
�1 LR��1.2 (1.1–1.2)

Weighted: 3.5 points out of a
total of 10 points;
LR��5.9 (2.6–13.0)

Score of �5 or greater on
the �7 to �7 global
rating of change scale

Success rate�54% (42/78)

2–8 d �3�37/78 (47%) 25/105 (24%)

Currier et al,29

2007d
�73 2 LR��12.9 (0.8–205.6)

1 LR��5.1 (1.8–14.6)
More than 2 variables did

not improve the LR� (no
participants were positive
on �3 variables)

30% reduction in pain (NRS)
during 2 functional tasks
or global rating of change
score of �3 or greater on
a �7 to �7 scale

Success rate�68% (41/60)

2 d Unclear 110/170 (65%)

Flynn et al,30 2002
(original 5-item
rule)

61 5 LR��infinite
�4 LR��24.4 (4.6–139.4)
�3 LR��2.6 (1.8–4.2)
�2 LR��1.2 (1.1–1.4)
�1 LR��1.0 (1.0–1.2)

50% reduction in Oswestry
score

Success rate�45% (32/71)

2–8 d 4�15/71 (21%) Not reported

Fritz et al,31 2005
(2-item Flynn
rule)e

2 Both criteria present;
LR��7.2 (3.2–16.1)

50% reduction in Oswestry
score

Success rate�45% (63/141)

2–8 d 41/141�29% Not applicable

Hicks et al,33 2005 43 �3 LR��4.0 (1.6–10.0)
�2 LR��1.9 (1.2–2.9)
�1 LR��1.3 (1.0–1.6)

50% reduction in Oswestry
score

Success rate�33% (18/54)

8 wk Not reported Not reported

Iverson et al,34

2008
39 5 LR��infinite

�4 LR��infinite
�3 LR��18.4 (3.6–105.3)
�2 LR��2.1 (1.3–2.9)
�1 LR��1.1 (0.9–1.3)

50% reduction in pain (NRS)
during 3 functional tasks
or global rating of change
score of �4 or greater on
a �7 to �7 scale

Success rate�45% (22/49)

Immediate
(after the
treatment
session)

5�2/49 (4%)
4�5/49 (10%)
3�9/49 (18%)
2�16/49 (33%)
1�11/49 (2%)
0�6/49 (12%)
�3�16/49 (33%)

Not reported

Lesher et al,35

2006
31 (unclear) Either 1 of 2 variables;

LR��4.4 (1.3–12.3)
�50% reduction in mean

pain (NRS) during 3
functional tasks or global
rating of change score of
�4 or higher on a �7 to
�7 scale

Success rate�52% (26/50)

Immediate
(after the
treatment
session)

Positive patellar tilt
test�17/50
(34%)

Tibial varum
�5°�10 (unclear)/
50 (20%) or

15 (unclear)/50
(30%)

Not reported

Raney et al,37

2009d
Unclear �4 LR��23.1 (2.5–227.9)

�3 LR��4.8 (2.2–11.4)
�2 LR��1.4 (1.1–2.0)
�1 LR��1.2 (0.97–1.4)

Global rating of change
score of �6 or greater on
a �7 to �7 scale

Success rate�44% (30/68)

3 wk 5�0
4�9/68 (13%)
3�15/68 (22%)

Not reported

Sutlive et al,37

2004
37 (unclear) Forefoot alignment �2° of

valgus; LR��4.0
(0.7–21.9)

Great toe extension �78°;
LR��4.0 (0.7–21.9)

Navicular drop test; LR��2.3
(1.3–4.3)

�50% improvement in pain
on visual analog scale

Success rate�60% (27/45)

3 wk Not reported Not reported

(Continued)
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sion criteria of the study.29 Similarly,
of those patients who do enter the
study, if only a very small proportion
of patients, or almost everyone,
meets the rule, the rule will have
limited usefulness in clinical prac-

tice. In the studies included in this
review, the number of patients
from the sample who were positive
on the rule ranged from 10% to
47%.25,27,29 –31,33–39,41 Generally,
these proportions seem to be in the

range of clinical importance, al-
though Cai and colleagues’ CPR, in
which only 10% of the patients met
the rule for mechanical traction for
LBP,25 is perhaps of questionable
impact.

Table 3.
Continued

Clinical
Prediction Rule
(Original Study)

No. of
Variables

Tested Predictive Abilityb
Definition of

Successful Outcome
Length of
Follow-up

Percentage of
Sample Meeting

the Rule

No. of
Participants
Ineligible at

Baseline

Thiel et al,42 2008 �22 Immediately improving:
5 LR��0.75 (0.65–0.86)
4 LR��6.3 (5.2–7.5)
3 LR��4.3 (3.9–4.7)
2 LR��2.6 (2.5–2.8)
1 LR��1.5 (1.5–1.6)

Immediately worsening:
6 LR��1.0 (0.67–1.6)
5 LR��3.2 (1.9–5.2)
4 LR��3.6 (2.9–4.3)
3 LR��2.4 (2.1–2.7)
2 LR��1.4 (1.3–1.6)
1 LR��1.0 (0.9–1.1)

Global improvement:
2 LR��0.94 (0.9–0.98)
1 LR��1.0 (1.0–1.1)

“Immediate improvement”
vs “no immediate
improvement”

“Immediate worsening” vs
“no immediate
worsening”

At 7 days, global
improvement was
measured: “much better
and a noticeable chance
that has made a real
difference” vs “no global
improvement”

Success rate�70% (20,083/
28,807 treatment
consultations)

Immediate (after
treatment
session) and
7 d following

Not reported Not reported

Tseng et al,38

2006
�18 �5 LR��infinite

�4 LR��5.3 (1.7–16.5)
�3 LR��1.9 (1.0–3.7)
�2 LR��0.2 (0.08–0.49)
�1 LR��0.07 (0.01–0.5)

�50% reduction in pain
(NRS) or global rating of
change score of �4 or
higher on a �7 to �7
scale or satisfaction with
treatment rated as “very
satisfied” (5-point scale)

Success rate�60% (60/100)

Immediate (after
the treatment
session)

6�0
5�4/100 (4%)
4�27/100 (27%)
3�35/100 (35%)

Not reported

Vicenzino et al,40

2008d,e
12 MWMT:

1 LR��1.8 (1.1–3.0)
2 LR��3.7 (1.0–13.6)
3 LR��infinite

Wait and see:
1 LR��1.0 (0.08–13.6)
2 LR��3.1 (0.42–23.0)
3 LR��1.2 (0.29–5.0)

Score of 0, 1, or 2 on a 0
(“completely recovered”)
to 5 (“much worse”)
global perceived effect

Success rate�79% (49/62)

3 wk MWMT:
3�4/62 (6%)
2�34/62 (55%)
1�57/62 (92%)
0�5/62 (8%)

Wait and see:
3�2/57 (4%)
2�30/57 (53%)
1�14/57 (25%)
0�7/57 (12%)

Not reported

Vicenzino et al,39

2008e
Unclear 4�unable to calculate, no

patients met 4
�3 LR��8.8 (1.2–66.9)
�2 LR��2.2 (1.1–4.2)
�1 LR��1.6 (1.2–2.1)

Patients reporting “marked
improvement” on a 5-
point global improvement
scale

Success rate�40% (17/42)

12 wk �3�7/42 (17%) Not reported

Whitman et al,41

2009d
45 4 LR��0.43 (0.11–1.8)

3 LR��5.9 (1.1–41.6)
2 LR��1.2 (0.67–2.0)
1 LR��0.33 (0.11–1.0)

Global rating of change
score of �5 or greater on
a �7 to �7 scale

Success rate�75% (64/85)

2–8 d 3�19/85 (22%) 85/125 (68%)

a Outcome measures of improvement/success of treatment were dichotomized for all studies. LR��positive likelihood ratio, Oswestry score�modified
Oswestry Disability Questionnaire score, MWMT�mobilization with movement treatment arm, NRS�numerical rating scale.
b Predictive ability is expressed as the likelihood of a positive outcome for each score on the clinical prediction rule. Values in parentheses are 95%
confidence intervals.
c Success rate was defined as the % of participants considered to have a successful intervention based on the definition of a successful outcome.
d Cutoff for success determined a priori.
e Post hoc analysis of one arm of a randomized controlled trial.
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Related to the proportion of patients
to whom the rule is applicable is the
possibility of spectrum bias in the
reviewed studies. Spectrum bias can
occur when a study draws preferen-
tially from a limited portion of the
patient spectrum.48 Although the
purpose of a CPR is to identify a
limited portion of the spectrum of
patients who will respond to a cer-
tain treatment, starting with a base-
line group that is limited in spectrum
decreases the generalizability of the
CPR. Many CPR studies have re-
cruited a specific group of patients
(eg, army recruits), and although not
a point of criticism, this approach
requires attention and supports the
importance of broad validation
studies.

Similar to previous reviews, we
found that short-term follow-ups

commonly were used when deter-
mining “success” with a treatment
(eg, immediately after treatment,
2–8 days following treatment),
meaning that what is predicted in
many of the CPRs is of questionable
importance. Only 2 derivation stud-
ies had a follow-up greater than 3
weeks posttreatment.33,39 Further-
more, very few studies clearly re-
ported the candidate variables (and
the number of candidate variables)
entered into their analysis. Only one
study32 was based upon a registered
trial with a published protocol. This
makes it difficult to judge the poten-
tial for type I error within a study, as
we are unsure whether the authors
failed to report nonsignificant pre-
dictors. With regard to the last issue,
we note that there was only 1 nega-
tive study32 among the 18 studies we
located. Last, the risk of response

bias is more of concern in single-arm
studies compared with RCTs, as pa-
tients are not blinded to the treat-
ment received or expected outcome.

None of the included studies pre-
sented a rationale for why the vari-
ables included in the CPR would be
expected to predict response to
treatment. Several authors have
warned about spurious treatment ef-
fect modifiers and the need to be
mindful of this issue when no logical
rationale for a predictor exists.14,15,23

The chance of spurious findings is
classically illustrated by a study find-
ing that subgrouping patients based
on astrological birth sign predicted
response to aspirin therapy follow-
ing a myocardial infarction.49 Ac-
cordingly, the CPR must make clini-
cal sense.14,15 For example, absence
of nerve root signs predicted a better

Table 4.
Methodological Characteristics of Validation Studies Evaluating Clinical Prediction Rulesa

Clinical
Prediction Rule
(Original Study)

Interaction
Test/Sample

Size
Calculated

for the
Interaction Effect Size

Definition of
Successful
Outcome

Length of
Follow-up

Percentage of
Sample Meeting

the Rule

No. of
Participants
Ineligible for

the Study

Childs et al,26 2004b,c,d

PEDro score: 8/10
Yes/yes SMT � rule status

(Oswestry score):
1 wk: 15 unitse

4 wk: 9 unitse

6 mo: 3 unitse

50% reduction
in Oswestry
score
(dichotomized)

1 wk, 4 wk, 6 mo �4/5�24/131 (18%) 386/543 (71%)

Cleland et al,28 2006b,d,f Not applicable 11 of the 12 achieved
a successful
outcome

50% reduction
in Oswestry
score
(dichotomized)

1 wk Not applicable
(meeting the rule
was part of
inclusion criteria)

3/15 (20%)

Hancock et al,32 2008c,d,g,h

PEDro score: 9/10
Yes/no SMT � rule status:

1 wk: NRS�0.31,i

RMQ�1.77i

2 wk: NRS�0.11,i

RMQ�2.38i

4 wk: NRS��0.22,i

RMQ�1.08i

12 wk: NRS�0.051,i

RMQ�2.31i

Pain (NRS)
Disability (RMQ)

(continuous)

1, 2, 4, and 12 wk Unable to tell 80/320 (25%)

a All studies evaluated Flynn and colleagues’ original 5-item rule.30 Oswestry score�modified Oswestry Disability Questionnaire score, SMT�spinal
manipulation therapy, NRS�numerical rating scale, RMQ�Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire.
b Narrow validation.
c Randomized controlled trial.
d Cutoff for success determined a priori.
e Significant at P�.05.
f Single-arm trial.
g Broad validation.
h Main analysis determined a priori.
i Significant at P�.05.
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response to mechanical traction for
LBP,25 which is directly opposite to
what clinical lore advocates.50 Fur-
thermore, because in many stud-
ies25,27,29,30,33,41 a large number of
predictor variables were used in the
analyses (eg, �73 potential predic-
tors),29 the likelihood that some vari-
ables will be significant by chance
alone (type I error) is greatly in-
creased.22 No studies tested the in-
ternal validity of their analysis using
techniques such as bootstrapping.

Although in some CPRs the predictor
variables demonstrated face validity,
1 CPR found quite counterintuitive
results. In a CPR by Thiel and
Bolton42 looking for predictors of re-
sponse to manipulation in patients
with neck symptoms, the presence
of 4 symptoms (neck pain, shoulder/
arm pain, headache, and upper/
mid back pain) were predictors of
improvement (versus staying the
same) and worsening (versus stay-
ing the same). This pattern of results
does not make sense and is perhaps
an artifact of the way the analysis
was set up. It may have been more
informative to set up the analysis to
predict improvement (versus staying
the same or deteriorating).

To date, only 1 CPR on manipulation
as a treatment for LBP30 has under-
gone validation testing. Of the stud-
ies that did perform validation anal-
yses, only 1 study was powered for
the interaction.26 It is recommended
that CPR studies have a sample large
enough to detect differences be-
tween the interaction of the rule sta-
tus (positive or negative on the rule)
and the treatment given (treatment
or placebo/alternate treatment).22,23

If a validation study is not powered
for this interaction, it may not find
statistically significant differences
between those positive and negative
on the CPR when these differences
truly exist. The remaining RCT vali-
dation study was not powered for
the interaction32; however, it exhib-

ited tight confidence intervals, sug-
gesting that it was not underpow-
ered. Interestingly, this manipulation
CPR demonstrated narrow valida-
tion26 but not broad validation. Fail-
ure of broad validation of this CPR
could have occurred for numerous
reasons. First, the broad validation
RCT used a treatment different from
that of the original CPR study (pro-
vided mainly mobilization treatment
for LBP instead of manipulation
only). Alternatively, the possibility of
spectrum bias influencing results
cannot be ignored. Hancock et al32

studied a population of patients with
LBP in community primary care,
whereas Childs et al26 studied a pop-
ulation of primarily army recruits.

The paucity of validation studies for
other CPRs and the absence of im-
pact analysis investigations are likely
related to the recent use of CPRs to
determine response to treatment.
However, based on the number of
derivation studies this review found,
it appears researchers are creating
new rules but not validating the ex-
isting ones.

Conclusion
In contrast to previous systematic re-
views, we found that all of the CPRs
included in this study were derived
using single-arm study designs. The
results of these studies must be in-
terpreted with caution, as these
CPRs run a greater risk of identifying
prognostic factors rather than fac-
tors that modify the effect of a treat-
ment. Other important limitations of
many of the included studies are use
of short-term outcomes only, argu-
ably trivial findings, and limited rule
application potential. Only 1 CPR on
spinal manipulation for LBP under-
went validation in a controlled trial
and can be considered for clinical
application (and only in a population
similar to that tested).
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